A new latched $2 \times 2$ optical switch using bi-directional movable electrothermal H-beam actuators
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Abstract

Combining a new H-beam actuator, movement link structure, reflective micro-mirror, and arched buckle spring to demonstrate a new compact latched $2 \times 2$ optical switch device is first reported. This novel H-beam actuator can generate bi-directional static displacement and bi-directional motion. Optical switch using this H-beam actuator is well functioned and exhibits good optical characteristics with industrial level performance. The measured optical switching characteristics include switching time of 5 ms under a 25 V dc pulse, back reflection loss of $-52$ dB, cross-talk of $-60$ dB, insertion loss of 0.8 dB, polarization-dependent loss of 0.03 dB, and wavelength-dependent loss of 0.11 dB.
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1. Introduction

The electrothermal actuators have been known as their large displacement and high force output. Two well-studied electrothermal actuators are U-shaped actuator [1–4] and V-beam actuator [5,6]. Both actuators can provide one directional displacement in the static actuation operation. This characteristic is attributed by that static displacement generated from electrothermal actuators is formed by net volume expansion due to the thermal expansion difference distributed over the whole actuator structure. Since the net volume expansion is always pointing to one direction. The large static displacement and large force output are normally required in practical applications. In the case of optical switch, the latch function is required in which it means there is no electrical power needed to maintain device at either transmission or switching state. Thus, the two-way motion and bi-stable actuation is demanded for optical switch application. The buckled-beam spring of the arch-shaped leaf spring geometry driven by a bi-directional electrostatic comb actuator has been applied to the latched optical switch [7].

In our previous studies [8,9], we firstly reported the feasibility of cross-bar optical switch based on using a bi-directional movable reflective shutter driven by two separately located V-beam electrothermal actuators with opposite actuation directions, and using the buckle spring to bi-stably control the switch body. However, such designs lead to larger footprint of device, and they require two separately controlled actuator to perform the bi-directional strokes. To make a more compact device, we introduced a latched optical switch deploying a novel bi-directional movable H-beam actuator to drive reflective shutter via a link structure, and using buckle springs to perform the latch function.

2. Device configuration and fabrication

The large displacement and force output are main concerns to evaluate the performance of micro-actuators. Regarding
cesses as shown in Fig. 1. The silicon moving parts were deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) bulk micro-machining constructed from the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate via con beam actuator, denoted as the H-beam actuator, is constructed to meet the above-mentioned requirements. An H-shaped silicon comb drive actuator [11,12], these technical requirements for optical switch could not be fulfilled by using electrostatic solutions to remove the underneath SiO2 layer of the SOI wafers. Except the requirement of bi-directional static displacement, large force output and large static displacement are necessary for optical switch application. Unless adopting high driving voltage and appropriate design of electrostatic comb drive actuator [11,12], these technical requirements for optical switch could not be fulfilled by using electrostatic comb drive actuators.

We propose a new design of electrothermal actuator to meet the above-mentioned requirements. An H-shaped silicon beam actuator, denoted as the H-beam actuator, is constructed from the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate via deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) bulk micro-machining processes as shown in Fig. 1. The silicon moving parts were subsequently released from the substrates using buffered HF solutions to remove the underneath SiO2 layer of the SOI wafers. First, photore sist (PR) mask patterns of the device were made on the SOI wafers (Fig. 1a). The PR on the processed SOI wafers was then removed using PR stripper. Fig. 1c shows that the SOI wafers were etched using deep reactive ion etch with patterned SiO2 as an etching hard mask. The SOI wafers were etched through the entire silicon device layer using the buried oxide underneath as the etch stop. Finally, the silicon moving parts were subsequently released from the substrates using buffered HF solutions to remove the underneath SiO2 layer of the SOI wafers (Fig. 1d). The SEM photos of the fabricated H-beam driven optical switch devices are shown in Fig. 2a–c, where the H-beam actuator is located on right-hand side of Fig. 2b. The dimension of this H-beam electrothermal actuator is 3000 μm in length and 10 μm in width. Fig. 2b also shows two buckle spring beams connected with the switch body beam to keep the switch body being suspended. The closed-up view of the movement link structure is shown in Fig. 2c. The movement link structure provides a clamped space to let the T-shaped arm of H-beam actuator can bi-directional movable inside the clamped space. Fig. 2d depicts the elements of the optical switch device driven by an H-beam actuator. When the electrical load is applied on one side of H-beam, this side beam becomes hot and deformed. In order to generate a net volume elongation along with a designed direction of said deformed beam, each side of H-beam has been designed to be a V-beam. Then, the deformed beam will pull the other beam, where there is no bias applied, to be deflected in the same direction. Once this un-biased beam is deformed due to such pulling force, the whole actuator structure will generate a net displacement in the direction along with the arched direction of the biased beam. The relative operation steps are depicted in Fig. 3a and b. Secondly, with respect to the other operation alternative, i.e., the operation steps as shown in Fig. 3c and d, we apply the electrical load on the former un-biased beam. Then, this side of beam turns to be the hot beam to trigger the actuation and to pull the other side beam. As a result, the whole actuator structure will generate the opposite directional displacement against to the previous operation case. Therefore, the bi-directional static displacement or stroke provided by H-beam actuator is realized.

In terms of the bi-stable optical switch functions, the transmission state (Fig. 3a and d) and switching state (Fig. 3b and c) of a 2 × 2 optical switch using the H-beam actuator and buckle springs are illustrated to demonstrate the operation of latched switching function. The ends of buckle spring beams on both sides of device are anchored on substrate. These two buckle springs support switch body body to be suspended on substrate. The buckle spring is considered as an axially loaded deformed beam [14,15]. The force required to move the buckle spring from its initial rest position to its second bi-stable position is about two times larger than the force needed to push the buckle spring from its second bi-stable position back to its initial rest position [9,15]. Without a necessary enough force or energy to help the buckle spring itself to overcome the energy barrier to be deformed toward the opposite arched direction of its original arched shape, the buckle spring is stably maintained at its original arched shape.
Fig. 2. The illustration of the H-beam optical switch device: (a) the SEM photo of the device; (b) the SEM photo of different view angle for optical switch as shown in (a); (c) the SEM photo of closed-up view of switch body, buckle springs and movement link structure of the H-beam optical switch; (d) device drawing.

Fig. 3. Schematic drawings of H-beam driven optical switch in transmission states of (a and d), and in the switching states of (b and c). The reflective mirror connected with switch body is bi-stably staying at transmission and switching positions in which this behavior is controlled by the buckle springs and driven by bi-directional movable H-beam electrothermal actuator.
When the electrical load is applied to H-beam actuator, where the arched direction of the biased beam is the same as the reflective shutter forward moving direction, this side beam structure will push the shutter and switch body beam forward moving from initial stable position (Fig. 3a) to the other stable position (Fig. 3b), thus the device will change its status from transmission state (Fig. 3a) to reflection state (switching state, i.e., Fig. 3b). The device can be changed from the second stable position (Fig. 3b or c) back to its initial stable position (Fig. 3d or a) by applying electrical load on opposite side of H-beam to pull back the switch body via movement link structure. The buckle springs can help the switch device to be maintained at either state without electrical power consumption. The on-off switching function is performed in this way.

3. Measured results and device characteristics

The maximum static displacement of H-beam is simulated by using finite element modeling (FEM). The static displacement generated by H-beam has to be larger than the distance between two bi-stable positions of optical switch. In other words, this distance has also to be larger than the diameter of optical light beam to let light signals being fully transmitted or reflected by the reflective micro-shutter. Moreover, the force generated by actuator has to be large enough to push and move the buckle springs. Firstly, Fig. 4a shows the simulated data of maximum displacement of an H-beam actuator with 3000 μm length depending on various tilted angles and beam widths. According to different beam widths, the optimal tilted angle is located in between 0.2° and 0.6°. We can derive maximum displacements in the range of 80–150 μm for beam width reducing from 12 to 6 μm, respectively. Secondly, we need to consider the spring force output of deformed H-beam due to external applied electrical load. Fig. 4b shows the simulated curves of force output versus various combinations of tilted angles and actuator beam widths for H-beam actuator under 30 V dc electrical load. It illustrates that the thinner beam width is, the smaller force out will be. Because the thinner beam requires less electrical power to drive itself to a set static displacement, while the wider beam consumes more electrical power to generate the same set static displacement. The spring restoring energy regarding to the thinner beam at a determined static displacement will be less than the energy of the wider beam. Therefore, the output force of the thinner beam at a said static displacement is smaller accordingly.

The H-beam actuator of 3000 μm beam length, 10 μm beam width, and 0.6° tilted angle is selected as the device of moderate design for practical characterization, since it can provide maximum displacement and maximum force output around 100 μm and 1000 μN, respectively. Referring to former data discussed in previous study [9,16,17], the force required to move the buckle spring is less than 500 μN for buckle springs with beam width and length of less than 3 μm and larger than 1250 μm, respectively. Thus, we consider optical switch using H-beam actuator and buckle springs of aforementioned dimensions can achieve the optical switching features properly.

The measurement setup is illustrated in Fig. 5a. We placed four lens fibers onto the DRIE derived silicon trenches. We provided the optical signal of 1550 nm wavelength from one input port, and measured the optical signal from one of two output ports. The received optical power is converted into electrical voltage signal via an O–E converter, and the signals are recorded by an oscilloscope. The CCD images of optical switch device with four aligned lens fibers are shown in Fig. 5b. The operation of switch from transmission state to switching state is demonstrated by using close-up views taken by CCD which are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a shows the denotation of elements of the device, and the device is remained at its first stable state without electrical biasing. At the beginning, we applied a dc pulse of 25 V on the left side beam of H-beam actuator of said device. This left side beam became hot and deformed so as to push the buckle springs moving from its first stable position as shown in Fig. 6a to second stable position as shown in Fig. 6b. Comparing the positions of buckle springs in Fig. 6a and b, we can clearly identify the deformed curve shape of buckle springs is opposite to each other. These positions are referred to the bi-stable positions for latch function of bi-stable buckle springs. Thereafter, we applied a dc pulse of 25 V on the right side beam of
Fig. 5. (a) The experimental setup of optical switching characteristics measurement and (b) the CCD image of arranged and aligned optical switch device using an H-beam actuator under its transmission state (left side) and switching state (right side).

Fig. 6. (a–f) Captured motion images regarding to the switching mechanism during operation of latched optical switch.
H-beam actuator of said device. This left side beam became hot and deformed toward right-hand side. This left side hot beam could drive the whole H-beam structure deformed and generated a displacement as shown in Fig. 6c. Meanwhile, the T-shaped arm of H-beam actuator is moved from left side to right side within the clamped space of the movement link structure, as comparing Fig. 6c and b. The left and right side positions of T-shaped arm are denoted by the dotted white arrow mark. When we maintained the applied voltage, the T-shaped arm started to push the right side of the movement link structure to trigger the buckle spring switching step as shown in Fig. 6d, while the arched shape of buckle spring has been moved from first stable position to second stable position. The reference dot line shown in Fig. 6e. This switching action from Fig. 6d and e is governed by the buckle spring itself instead of H-beam actuator. The position of buckle springs has been moved from first stable position to second stable position. The reference dot line shown in Fig. 6f. In other words, Fig. 6f presents the rest state of switch device driven by H-beam actuator can be operated with less than 5 ms switching time and under a 25 V dc electrical load.

4. Conclusions

Combining a new H-beam actuator, movement link structure, reflective micro-mirror, and arched buckle spring to demonstrate a new compact latched 2 × 2 optical switch device is first reported and characterized in this article. This novel H-beam actuator provides bi-directional static displacement and bi-directional motion. This H-beam actuator is well functioned and exhibits good characteristics. This H-beam actuator can avoid the influence from rotational torques during its bi-directional dynamic and static movement due to its symmetric structural design. This 2 × 2 optical switch device driven by H-beam actuator can be operated with less than 5 ms switching time and under a 25 V dc electrical load.
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